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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Select a text that targets the feature you wish to practice. Have students complete the 

texts with their own thoughts. 

STEP 2 – Have students share their work with a partner or in a small group to receive 

suggestions and feedback. 

 

STEP 3 – Invite students to read their texts aloud to the class. You can make corrections and 

offer feedback at this time.  

 

Tips for Texts 1 -3: You may wish to go through the “skeletal” text and encourage students to 

draw a musical slur (upside-down arc) “          ” to show the two sounds that must link. The slur 

should serve as a reminder to students during the oral reading. 

Tips for Text 3: You may wish to go through the “skeletal” text and encourage students to draw 

single slashes (/) between thought groups and double slashes (//) at the end of each sentence 

to serve as a reminder during the oral reading. 

 

SUGGETION: Ask students to record their texts and submit them to you. Options: 

 Use Sound Recorder or other recording software in a computer lab and submit by email. 

 Use Voice Memo  or other recording tools on a cell phone and submit by email. 
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TEXT 1 – Complete the text. Then read it aloud and focus on linking a final vowel sound to an 

initial vowel sound. 

 

 

I enjoy _____________________.  This activity gets me outdoors. It’s important to go out and  

_____________________.  Do others feel the same way? I often see others who 

_____________________. I guess that answers my question. 

 

 

TEXT 2 – Complete the text. Then read it aloud and focus on linking a final consonant sound 

to an initial vowel sound. 

 

Perhaps it isn’t a good to eat and run, but I think there are times when it’s necessary. For 

example, _____________________________________________________________________. 

What else can a person do in such a situation? 

 

TEXT 3 – Complete the text. Then read it aloud and focus on linking the same two consonant 

sounds. 

 

I don’t try to think crazy things, but to tell the truth some mighty silly thoughts sometimes enter 

my head. Once I was playing around with the idea that _________________________________ 

______________________________________________. Was that a fit of fantasy? 

 

TEXT 4 – Complete the text. Then read it aloud and focus on pausing after each thought 

group. 

 

 

My favorite holiday is ________________________________________. It takes place on 

__________________, and it’s special because _______________________________________ 

_______________________________.  Would you agree that cultural celebrations around the 

world create diversity and bring people together at the same time? 

 

Linking: joining sounds together to produce smooth speech 

 

Thought group: words that form a grammatical thought (such as a phrase or clause) 

 


